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Abstract. The history of the development of Latvian fisheries research and marine investigations
connected with it is described, starting with the 18th century. The development of research fields
and institutions, the role and achievements of main scientists involved, most important publications,
and the place of Latvian fisheries science in national and international research community are
shown. During the 18th–19th centuries mainly the accumulation of knowledge on the fauna, flora,
and water environment of Latvian coastal sea and inland waters, fishery, and aquaculture by
naturalists and scientists took place. The First International Baltic Sea Fisheries Congress in 1910
in Riga promoted the investigations on fish fauna and fishery regulation in the Baltic Sea. Since the
first years of the independent Republic of Latvia, the Ministry of Agriculture organized regular
fisheries and marine investigations in the Gulf of Riga and the open Baltic Sea and established
research cooperation with other Baltic Sea countries. In 1923 Latvia became an associated member
and in 1937 a full member of the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES). Since
1945 the Latvian fisheries and marine research was concentrated in one institution, further
developed as the Latvian Fisheries Research Institute expanding the regular surveys in the whole
Central Baltic Sea, including the Gulf of Riga, and inland waters, and covering a wide spectrum of
research, monitoring, and modelling, including the environment, hydrobiology, fish resources,
fishery, and aquaculture. The Institute maintains intense research cooperation with other countries
and within international organizations – ICES, International Baltic Sea Fisheries Commission,
Helsinki Commission, and others.
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INTRODUCTION

From ancient times, fishery and seafaring have been important economic
activities of people inhabiting the present-day territory of Latvia. This has
facilitated the accumulation of knowledge about waters and aquatic life, in latest
centuries developing into the fisheries science, which nowadays is supporting the
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economically and socially important fisheries sector of Latvia, as well as making
a valuable contribution to research into the Baltic Sea ecosystem and environmental
protection. In the present paper the development of research directions, growth of
research institutions, role and achievements of main scientists involved, most
important publications, and the place of Latvian fisheries science in national and
international research community are shown.

BEFORE  1918

Fishery as a traditional economic activity in Latvia has a history of thousands
of years, as shown by archeological investigations at the sites of the first human
settlements on the territory of Latvia (Sloka, 1985). Knowledge about waters
and the aquatic life was needed for everyday life of Latvian population with old
seafaring traditions. The dates of the beginning and break of ice cover in Latvian
rivers, of ice jams and floods in the lower reaches of the Daugava River have
been registered already since 1530 (Stakle, 1931).

Information on owners of waters, valuable fishing grounds, conservation
measures of fish resources, fishing and fishery in estates on the territory of
Latvia, in Kurland and Livland, and adjacent waters before the 18th century
can be found in archive documents of the Russian Empire, in records of church-
books, etc. (Cimermanis, 1998).

The first descriptions of water plants, animals, and fishing in Latvian inland
waters and coastal sea are given by historians and naturalists of the end of the
18th – beginning of the 19th century: August V. Hupel, Johan K. Broce, and
others. The book Versuch einer Naturgeschichte von Livland by J. B. Fischer
(1791) was the first scientific overview of local flora and fauna, including
descriptions of 48 fish species and presentation of their Latvian names. His work
can be considered the beginning of ichthyology in Latvia.

The second half of the 19th century was characterized by rapid intensification
of utilization of fish resources in Europe, including the Baltic Sea region. The
first signs of overfishing were found or alleged here and there. This led to inter-
nationalization of marine research, especially of the research on fish stocks. For
coordinated investigations in marine fisheries and oceanography the International
Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) was established in 1902. This
organization had a crucial role in the further development of fisheries research in
the Baltic Sea.

In the second half of the 19th century the Russian Empire was paying special
attention to the fishery in the Baltic region. In the Das Inland and Baltische
Wochenschrift important articles on hydrobiology, fishing, gear, and causes of
decreasing fish resources were published by Johan Kawall (1857), Gothard
Schweder (1884), and Max von zur Mühlen (1903). The scientific works within the
frames of the Riga Naturalists Society, founded in 1845 and headed by naturalists
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and teachers Gothard Schweder (1831–1915), Karl Kupffer (1846–1942), and
others as presidents, were published in the issues of the Korrespondenzblatt
des Naturforscher – Vereins zu Riga (1845–1942) or in the Arbeiten des Natur-
forscher – Vereins zu Riga (1847–1948). The summarizing publications on
zoogeography, fish fauna, and fishery by Guido Schneider (1925, 1928), on the
morphometry, hydrochemistry, and hydrobiology of lakes by Ferdinand Ludwig
(1908) and K. Kupffer (1925) deserve special mentioning. The Naturalists Society
of Riga also performed the monitoring of water level in the Daugava River and
the Riga Port (1874–1916).

During the second half of the 19th century and the first half of the 20th
century two large expeditions were organized by Russia in the Baltic Sea,
including Latvian coastal waters: in 1851–52, headed by Karl Ernst von Baer and
Nikolai Danilevskij, and in 1908–09, led by Oskar Grimm and Evgenij Suvorov.
The expeditions collected data on temperature, salinity, oxygen, hydrobiology,
fish, and fishery.

In 1912 P. Borisov, fulfilling the tasks of the Vidzeme Department of the
Imperial Russian Society of Fish Culture and Fisheries, investigated the fisheries
economics in the Riga District, which was an area of the most intensive fishery in
Latvia during the period 1875–1912.

In 1910 the First International Baltic Sea Fisheries Congress was held in
Riga. Among the participants were also fisheries scientists and administrators –
G. Schneider, D. Phil., Director of the Riga Polytechnic (RP); Rudolf Meyer,
Mag. Phys., Ass. Prof. of the RP; Gothard Schweder, President of the Riga
Naturalists Society; A. Bandrewitsch and R. Streiff from Riga; M. von zur
Mühlen and A. Kirsch from Tartu; and Prof. N. M. Knipowich from St. Petersburg.
The Congress emphasized the importance of investigations of the Baltic Sea
fauna, and of the regulation of fishery for salmon, sea trout, eel, flatfishes,
herring, and sprat. The need to increase research in the Gulf of Riga was pointed
out. Simultaneously with the Congress, the All-Russian Exhibition of Aqua-
culture and Fishery, showing also fishing gear and equipment for marine
research, took place in Riga.

1918–40

After World War I, since the first years of the independent Republic of
Latvia, reorganization of fisheries and the marine research connected with it was
started. Latvia was entering the system of international coordination of marine
and fisheries research and regulation of fisheries, which was developing in
the Baltic Sea. For this appropriate institutional framework and organization of
regular environmental, biological, and fishery data collection were needed.

In 1920 the conference of coastal states of the Baltic Sea, held in Bulduri
(a health resort near Riga), considered cooperation with ICES. In 1921 in Tallinn
H[SHUWV IURP /DWYLD 9DOGHP�UV 0LH]LV (Photo 1) and Prof. R. Meyer together with
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Estonian and Finnish scientists made
practical decisions on arrangement
of fishery statistics, investigations
of fish stocks, and collaboration in
hydrographic and plankton surveys
in line with recommendations of
ICES. In the same year V. Miezis
participated in the ICES Statutory
Meeting in Copenhagen as an
observer from Latvia. In 1923
Latvia was accepted by all ICES
contracting parties as an associated
member of this organization and
since 1937 Latvia got rights of full
member of ICES with V. Miezis
as the Latvian delegate and the
representative of Latvia in the Baltic,
Hydrography, Plankton, Limnology,
Salmon and Sea Trout, and Statistics
committees. Since then Latvian
scientists have regularly presented
contributions to ICES proceedings
and reports.

In the internal organization of marine research in Latvia initiative was taken by
the Ministry of Agriculture. In 1921 the Commission on Research of Latvian
Waters was created at the Department of Fishery and Fish Culture of the Ministry.
The tasks of the Commission were to fulfil the recommendations of the Tallinn
Conference. Parallel to the Commission, the Hydrobiological Laboratory at the
Ministry of Agriculture was established to start regular environmental and fisheries
research. The research on growth, migrations, and catch structure of salmon,
whitefish, and smelt as well as on artificial reproduction of salmon and whitefish
were initiated (Mansfeld, 1928, 1930; Mansfelds, 1936). In 1923 the network of
coastal observation stations was established, and in the next year the first regular
hydrographic surveys were made on board the steamer +LGURJU�IV in the Gulf
of Riga and the open Baltic Sea. In 1924, by a governmental decision, the Hydro-
biological Laboratory was transferred to the University of Latvia, and on its basis
the Hydrobiological Station was established with Prof. Embrik Strand as director.
The tasks of the station included continuation of research for fisheries needs. In
connection with this hydrographic surveys by the Department of Fishery and Fish
Culture of the Ministry of Agriculture stopped till 1931, and then were resumed.

In 1924 the Hydrobiological Station started monthly measurements of
water temperature and salinity using ships of opportunity on the regular lines
+HOVLQJERUJ±5LJD� 5LJD±.LHO� .LHO±'DQ]LJ±5LJD� /LHSDMD±5LJD� DQG $LQDåL±
Riga. The State Meteorological Agency performed regular registration of water
temperature and ice conditions, and the Hydrographic Department of the Ministry

Photo 1. 9DOGHP�UV 0LH]LV �����±������
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of Finance, regular water level registration in seven coastal stations. An
important contribution to the creation of the basis of hydrologic research was
made by P. Stakle, R. Meyer, and /� 6ODXF¯W�MV�

The Hydrobiological Station investigated abiotic conditions and biota in marine
waters and lakes – hydrology, hydrochemistry, plankton, benthos, and fish fauna,
with important input by K\GURELRORJLVWV 3URI� (PEULN 6WUDQG DQG 9LNWRUV 2]ROL¼ã
�6WUDQG 	 2]ROL¼ã� ����±���� ,Q ����±�� 9� 2]ROL¼ã KHDGHG K\GURELRORJLFDO
LQYHVWLJDWLRQV LQ /DNH 8VPD �2]ROL¼ã� ������ /DWHU RQ VLPLODU LQYHVWLJDWLRQV
were performed in the area of the estuary of the Gauja River and in lakes of
6RXWKHUQ /DWJDOH E\ %UXQR %�U]L¼ã and Nikolajs Sizovs. B. %�U]L¼ã SXEOLVKHG
articles on hydrographic surveys in the Gulf of Riga and the open Baltic Sea, as
ZHOO DV RQ IUHVKZDWHU DQG PDULQH ILVK �%�U]L¼ã� ����� %HU]LQV� ������

Thorough investigations on zooplankton productivity as the basis of fish food
were carried out by M. Rapoport and B. %�U]L¼ã� The long-term hydrobiological
data collected in the 1920s–30s enabled a substantial improvement of the
information on the fauna and flora of the Baltic Sea.

Results of research in ichthyology and hydrobiology were published in the
proceedings of the University of Latvia Folia Zoologica et Hydrobiologica
(1929–43), in the journals Daba (Nature, 1924–31), 'DED XQ ]LQ�WQH (Nature and
Science, 1934–40), and in the publication of the Geographical Society Folia
Geographica (1929–38).

In connection with the construction of a large state fish hatchery “Tome”,
the Fisheries Laboratory at the Department of Fishery and Fish Culture of the
Ministry of Agriculture was established, with the task to develop all relevant
research directions and to create scientific basis for an effective functioning of
hatcheries: to experiment with intensive rearing of salmonids in artificial basins,
to study fish diseases and development of abnormalities, and to investigate fish
migrations using tagging. Research on the stock size of herring, growth rate and
sex structure of eel, distribution of flounder along the Latvian coast, and most
important commercial fish populations was developed.

In 1930 the Fisheries Laboratory started chemical and technological
investigations to elaborate methods for the production of fish preserves and
impregnation of fishing gear. Also, pollution of waters from paper mills and
sugar factories and with oil was considered. From 1927 to 1930 a complex
research including water pollution and self-purification was carried out applying
hydrobiological methods in the area of the Daugava River estuary. Later on a
special commission on pollution control, which involved specialists from the
Fisheries Laboratory and the Hydrobiological Station, was established.

Regular collection of standardized fishery statistics was started in 1924, and
published since 1926 in the Bulletin Statistique des Peches Maritimes de Lettonie,
edited by V. Miezis, as well as in ICES statistical editions. From 1924 to 1938 the
monthly data on catches by species, regions, and gear, on the number of fishermen,
fishing boats, and gear, fish market prices, as well as on the number of killed seals
were published. The data are very important from the point of view of fisheries
management and research. A general overview on the state of the fisheries sector in
Latvia at the end of the 1930s was produced by Pauls Ludvigs (Ludvigs, 1940).
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The results of fisheries investigations in Latvia in the pre-war period were
published in the ICES editions Journal du Conseil International pour l’
Exploration de la Mer and Bulletin Hydrographique, as well as in the Latvian
publications =YHMQLHNX Y�VWQHVLV (Fishermen’s Bulletin, 1922–33) and =YHMQLHF¯EDV
P�QHãUDNVWV (Monthly Fisheries Magazine, 1937–40).

1945–91

This period is characterized by stepwise development of comprehensive
fisheries and marine research in Latvia, including the institutional strengthening,
organization of regular surveys on board research vessels, building up long-term
databases, and development of international cooperation in the management of
marine resources. In this period practically all Latvian fisheries research and the
related environmental investigations were concentrated into one institution. Its
birth date is 17 May 1945, when based on the former Fishery Laboratory, the
Latvian Department of the All-Union Research Institute of Marine Fisheries
and Oceanography (VNIRO) (Photos 2 and 3) was established in Riga. The work

Photo 2. From 1945 to 1948 the Latvian Department of VNIRO was situated on the second floor of
WKLV EXLOGLQJ LQ �� .ULãM�¼D %DURQD 6WU� LQ 5LJD�
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Photo 3. Building of the Latvian Department of VNIRO and later of the Baltic Fisheries Research
,QVWLWXWH LQ � 0� %H]GHO¯JX 6WU� LQ 5LJD IURP ���� WR �����

started with 15 researchers and assistants in three laboratories – of Ichthyology,
Oceanography, and Technology. From the very beginning the Latvian Department
of VNIRO started the complex monitoring type surveys in the Gulf of Riga and
the open Baltic Sea on hydrology, hydrochemistry, phytoplankton and zoo-
plankton, ichthyoplankton and benthos, as well as on the distribution, feeding,
growth, and spawning success of cod, herring, sprat, and flounder. In 1947 six
ILHOG VWDWLRQV IRU FRDVWDO REVHUYDWLRQV ZHUH HVWDEOLVKHG �LQ /LHS�MD� 9HQWVSLOV�
Kolka, Mçrsrags, Lielupe, and Skulte) and log-books were introduced in the
Latvian fishing fleet. The Department had to supply the fishery with regular
maps on the distribution of fish stocks. Already in 1947 the surveys covered the
area of the Baltic Sea from the Gulf of Gdansk to Saaremaa Island.

To evaluate the feeding and spawning areas of cod, herring, sprat, and
flounder, to assess their stocks, and to evaluate the opportunities to develop
fishery for these species, in 1948–49 a framework named the “Baltic Complex
Expedition” was organized by VNIRO. The Latvian Department had an important
input in it (VNIRO, 1954).

During the following years the Institute’s capacity grew. Complex research
was developed, but the main tasks and goals remained the same – to supply
the Latvian fishery and fisheries administration with relevant scientific data on
the environment and fish resources, including the effect of fisheries and the
regulation measures.
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On 8 October 1959 the Latvian Department of VNIRO was reorganized into
the Fisheries Research Institute (NIIRH) and on 11 December 1962 into the Baltic
Fisheries Research Institute (BaltNIIRH) (Photo 4). In the 1980s BaltNIIRH
grew into a large regional institute of the Baltic Basin with more than 200
employees and 15 laboratories, responsible for comprehensive research on
oceanography, hydrochemistry, hydrobiology, demersal and pelagic fish stocks,
fishing regulation and technology, aquaculture and artificial restocking, coastal and
inland waters, mathematical modelling, fish processing technology, and fisheries
economics. It had a computerized Data and Information Centre. From 1963 to
1991 the Estonian Laboratory of Marine Ichthyology was subordinated to
BaltNIIRH as a department. During that period the director of BaltNIIRH was
Mihail Polyakov, a specialist in fishing technology. He played an important role
in the evolution of the fisheries research in Latvia.

Already since 1946 the marine research of the Latvian Department and further
of BaltNIIRH was supported by the following expedition and research vessels:
MPT-48 (31 m long, operating from 1947 to 1950), /LHS�MD (31 m, 1948–53),
CPT-129 (38 m, 1951–55), Mazirbe (39 m, 1958–78), Besspokojnij (32 m,
1967–87), MPTP-0027 (32 m, 1972–85), Zvezda Baltiki (55 m, 1977–91), and
Issledovatel Baltiki (later %DOWLMDV 3�WQLHNV, 55 m, 1984–93) (Photos 5–10).

Photo 4. Building of the Baltic Fisheries Research Institute and later of the Latvian Fisheries
5HVHDUFK ,QVWLWXWH LQ ��� 'DXJDYJU¯YDV 6WU� LQ 5LJD VLQFH �����
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Photo 5. R/V CPT-129.

Photo 6. R/V Mazirbe.
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Photo 7. R/V Besspokojnij.

Photo 8. R/V MPTP-0027.
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Photo 9. R/V Zvezda Baltiki.

Photo 10. R/V Issledovatel Baltiki (later %DOWLMDV 3�WQLHNV).
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This fleet enabled to cover by comprehensive monthly or seasonal surveys the
whole Central Baltic area from the Bornholm Basin in the south to the Gulf of
Finland in the north. In 1956–59 the Institute performed several surveys in the
North Sea to contribute to the investigations on the reasons for the reduction of
herring stocks in this area. After the introduction of national economic zones in
the Baltic Sea in 1978, the research of BaltNIIRH was concentrated mainly in the
waters of the Soviet Union. The Institute has composed systematic databases on
cod feeding in the Baltic Sea since 1949, on zooplankton and fish stocks since
1958, on hydrology and hydrochemistry since 1961, on ichthyoplankton since
1970, on herring and sprat feeding since 1976, on hydroacoustics of pelagic fish
since 1977, and on macrophytobenthos since 1981. In the 1960s zooplankton
sampling was also performed on a research vessel of the Latvian State Hydro-
meteorological Agency – the ¦HRIL]L·LV (25 m). Since 1974 BaltNIIRH had a
Coastal Research Station at Roja and part of the surveys in the Gulf of Riga were
carried out on board commercial 15 m fishing boats 0�UD and 1�UD of the
FRRSHUDWLYH ³%DQJD´ DW 5RMD� RQ ERDWV RI WKH ILVKLQJ FRRSHUDWLYHV ³%U¯YDLV 9LOQLV´
LQ 6DODFJU¯YD DQG ³=YHMQLHNV´ LQ =YHMQLHNFLHPV� DQG RQ WKH VSHFLDOO\ HTXLSSHG

15 m fishing boats Ruhnu and Vaal belonging to the Estonian fishing cooperative
“Pärnu Kalur”.

Research results were published in the following regular Russian language
publications of the Institute: Proceedings of Latvian Department of VNIRO,
Vols. 1 and 2 (1953–57), Proceedings of Baltic Fisheries Research Institute,
Vols. 3 and 4 (1961–70), Proceedings of BaltNIIRH: Fisheries Research in the
Basin of the Baltic Sea, Nos. 1–18 (1966–83), as well as in special editions
dealing with artificial reproduction of rainbow trout and salmon, river lamprey,
intensive cultivation of salmonids, diseases of fish in ponds, etc.

In the 1940s and 1950s the transition from biostatistical analysis to causal
analysis of the dynamics of fish stocks, based on the environmental and feeding
conditions, took place. The founders of this school in Latvian fisheries research
were Ivan Nikolaev, D. Biol., and Mstislav Lishev, Cand. Biol. A significant input
into the research of links between the benthic communities and fish was given
by Austra Shurin, Cand. Biol. The relationship between the environment and
reproduction success of herring was analysed by Lidia Lisivnenko, Cand. Biol.
The school of comprehensive research on artificial reproduction and restockings
of migratory fish in Latvia was founded by Elena Malikova, D. Biol. Research
on fishing techniques was started by Vasilij Kanin and Kir Yudanov and on fish
processing technology by Polina Pozhogina. In this period the collaboration with
leading scientists of VNIRO was very close.

I. Nikolaev (Photo 11), who worked at the Institute from 1946 to 1963, was
a founder of research into fisheries oceanography in Latvia. He described
the dynamics of the productivity of various elements of the Baltic ecosystem,
including cod, herring, and sprat, and its relationship to fluctuations of salinity,
temperature, and runoff of rivers. Also, he defined the biological seasons of
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SODQNWRQLF FRPPXQLWLHV� DQG LQ FROODERUDWLRQ ZLWK +HUP¯QH .ULHYV� 9HOWD

%RGQLHFH� DQG -�QLV 6ORND� WKH OLQNV EHWZHHQ WKH ]RRSODQNWRQ FRPSRVLWLRQ�

abundance, distribution, and the feeding and distribution of different populations
of Baltic herring and sprat. I. Nikolaev presented the first comprehensive analysis
of phytoplankton communities in the Gulf of Riga, their species composition,
seasonal, vertical, and horizontal distribution, and productivity in comparison
with southern and arctic seas. He was the first to analyse the causes and
consequences of blue-green algal “blooms” in the Baltic Sea. He described 83
fish species and their economic importance in Latvian waters (Nikolaev,
1953a,b, 1957a,b, 1961).

I. 1LNRODHY¶V GLUHFW VXFFHVVRUV LQ WKH ILVKHULHV UHVHDUFK ZHUH� 0DU§HUV .DO�MV
in oceanography, Natalia Aleksandrovskaya, Cand. Biol., and Aivars Jurkovskis,
Cand. Biol., in hydrochemistry and phytoplankton research, and Elena Kost-
richkina, Cand. Biol., in hydrobiology

M. .DO�MV ZDV D OHDGLQJ VFLHQWLVW LQ WKH UHVHDUFK RQ UHJXODULWLHV DQG VKRUW�WHUP
and long-term forecasting of the climatic and oceanographic regime of the
Baltic Sea and its influence on fish resources (Kaleis & Tamsalu, 1975; Kaleis &
Ojaveer, 1989). In the 1980s, in collaboration with the Academy of Sciences
of the Estonian SSR, a fundamental research project on modelling short-term
biological processes was implemented. In the 1960s–80s also Arkadij Antonov,

Photo 11. The participants in the meeting of fisheries experts from the USSR and Poland in the
Polish Sea Fisheries Institute in Gdynia in 1962. 1, Ivan Nikolaev and 2, Elena Malikova from the
Baltic Fisheries Research Institute.
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&DQG� %LRO�� (GPXQGV -ÌOD� DQG 9LHVWXUV %�U]L¼ã PDGH FRQWULEXWLRQV WR WKH

oceanographic research in Latvia. In the same period A. Jurkovskis and
his group (Baiba Kalveka, Baiba Modre-Jansone, Anda Bramane, Biruta
*URW�QH�/LVPDQH� 0L·HOLV 0D]PDþV� DQG RWKHUV� KDG DQ LPSRUWDQW UROH LQ WKH

investigations on hydrochemistry and primary productivity in the Baltic Sea.
During the second half of the 1960s the complex of hydrochemical research

was widened with investigations on the organic substances and phytoplankton
added. Efforts were made to differentiate the natural processes from the anthropo-
genic influence in the Baltic Sea. In the 1980s the research on toxicants in marine
waters was initiated. The results are presented in numerous publications on the
structure of nutrients, their loads and budget in the Baltic ecosystem, on organic
substances and chemical processes in the marine environment, on the trends
in the primary productivity, and interrelationships with the dynamics of zoo-
plankton.

During 1974–91 E. Kostrichkina, togethHU ZLWK 6NDLGU¯WH )UHLPDQH�$SLQH�

0DLMD 9¯WL¼D, Ritma /¯QH� DQG /XGYLJV 6LGU�YLFV� PDGH DQ LPSRUWDQW FRQWULEXWLRQ
to comprehensive analysis of ecologic complexes, long-term dynamics and fore-
casting of the productivity and composition of zooplankton in relation to the
environmental factors in the Baltic Sea and the Gulf of Riga, as well as to
the role of zooplankton in feeding and growth of fish (Kostrichkina, 1968;
Kostrichkina et al., 1982, 1989).

Austra Shurin, Cand. Biol. (Photo 12), devoted her scientific work to fisheries
from 1946 to 1970. She was the first director of the Latvian Department of
VNIRO. On the basis of complex analysis of species composition and
distribution of benthic fauna, she pioneered in defining and mapping different
types of benthos communities of the Gulf of Riga and describing their role in the
distribution and state of demersal fishes with special reference to flounder
(Shurin, 1957, 1961, 1968).

In the 1970s Galina Shvetsova investigated the biology, distribution, and
abundance dynamics of relict and arctic mysids in the Gulf of Riga and the open
eastern Baltic. In the same period comprehensive research and monitoring of
hard bottom macrozoobenthos and macrophytobenthos communities were
initiated by Evgenij Pritkov, Aleksandr Korolev, Vladimir Muravsky, and
Tatjana Kuznetsova. The work included mapping of macroalgae as herring
spawning grounds in the Gulf of Riga and along the eastern Baltic coast and
the assessment and short-term prognostication of the stock size and storm casts
of the red alga Furcellaria as a raw material for the agar-agar industry in Latvia.
Also the distribution and biomass of blue mussel communities as natural water
purificators were monitored, and experimental artificial reefs for restoration of
benthic biocenoses and herring spawning grounds were constructed. For these
investigations a coastal station was established at Pape and a specially equipped
boat, the Pikar, underwater TV, SCUBA diving, and aero-photo methods were
used.
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Photo 12. Austra Shurin (1906–78).

Mstislav Lishev (Photo 13) compiled an overview of Baltic salmon stocks
and dynamics, as well as of the herring stock and fishery in the Gulf of Riga
(Lishev, 1953, 1957; Lishev & Rimsh, 1961). During the whole period of his
work in the Latvian fisheries
science (1945–87), he was
a leader of the research
into biocenotic complexes,
modelling of the system
“environment–organism–popu-
lation”, inclusion of the
approach of multispecies
trophic relations into the
numeric stock assessment
and prediction models, and
introduction of limitation of
catches. After the accession
of the USSR to ICES in 1955,
M. Lishev and I. Nikolaev
were national experts in this
organization. M. Lishev was
a member of the Ichthyo- Photo 13. Mstislav Lishev (1920–90).
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logical Commission of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR and a member of
the Editorial Board of the journal Voprosy ikhtiologii (1961–78). M. Lishev
played a leading role at BaltNIIRH in preparing the Draft Fishing Rules of the
International Baltic Sea Fishery Commission. He proposed and explained the
necessary technical fishing regulation measures for herring, sprat, cod, salmon,
flounder, and turbot in the East and North-East Baltic, enforced in 1973. He
initiated the catch limitation since 1963, starting with herring in the Gulf of Riga.
M. Lishev had an important role in the functioning of the Baltic Fisheries
Council (BFC), established in Riga in 1971, and in maintaining effective inter-
relations between the fisheries science, fishing industry, and administration in
Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, and Russia. The BFC allocated catch quotas for the
Soviet Republics in accordance with the IBSFC catch quotas, decided on necessary
changes in fishing regulation, gear, and rules as well as on fish restockings.

In the 1970s productive international cooperation of Latvian fisheries
scientists developed. Based on the exchange of scientists, intercalibration of
research methods, and coordination of surveys BaltNIIRH, the Institute of
Marine Fishery and Fish Processing (IfH) of the GDR in Rostock, and the Polish
Institute of Marine Fisheries (MIR) in Gdynia regularly collaborated in fish stock
assessments and preparation of the respective forecasts. Later on the same data
were used by relevant ICES fish stock assessment working groups. In 1991 the
Agreement on Cooperation between BaltNIIRH and MIR was signed. The
scientific results were published in joint editions by BaltNIIRH and IfH of the
journal Fischerei-Forschung (1975–89), published in Rostock. In 1984 the
Proceedings on Biological Productivity of the Baltic Sea, a three volume result
of joint efforts of scientists of the USSR, Poland, and GDR, was published. In
close cooperation within the ICES working groups, scientists of BaltNIIRH
started composition of computerized numerical assessments and prognoses of
stock size, fishing and natural mortality rates, and stock recruitment for the
eastern Baltic cod, the open sea and Gulf of Riga herring, and Baltic sprat. The
models of the virtual population analysis were applied. Here the contribution of
the following scientists deserves special mentioning: M. Lishev, mathematicians
Lev Ladizhenskij, Cand. Phys.-Math., Solomon Hozioskij, Cand. Phys.-Math.,
DQG (GXDUGV 3OÌGRQLV� DV ZHOO DV WKH OHDGLQJ LFKWK\RORJLVWV ,Q�UD /DEODLND� &DQG�
Biol., Biruta Jevtjukhova, Cand. Biol., and Faust Shvetsov, Cand. Biol.

I. Lablaika headed the group of researchers studying the complex of demersal
fishes. She contributed much to establishing close links between the fisheries
science and fishermen, arranging inter alia the system of catch statistics for
scientific and practical use. Her own investigations dealt with the distribution,
composition, and size of cod stocks as a response to the biological condition of
fish, the state of the environment, and fishing (Lablajka et al., 1975).

Danute Uzars, Cand. Biol., was a leading scientist dealing with the feeding
biology of the Baltic cod and the role of cod as a predator in the ecosystem
�8]DUV� ������ �YDOGV .RQGUDWRYLþV� &DQG� %LRO�� investigated the biology, feeding,
and growth of young cod and cod migrations, applying the tagging method.
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7DWMDQD %DU�QRYD, in collaboration with colleagues from MIR and IfH, conducted
the research into the structure of cod otoliths, its ageing methods, and growth
�%DUDQRYD 	 %HUQHU� ������ 0�ULV 3OLNãV together ZLWK 0DU§HUV .DO�MV VWXGLHG
long-term relationships between the hydrographic regime and distribution and
success of cod spawning, the role of the so-called spawning volume in the
formation of cod stock recruitment. Vladimir Ipatov, Cand. Biol., worked on
WKH SK\VLRORJ\ DQG ELRFKHPLVWU\ RI FRG� 0�ULV 9¯WL¼ã investigated the biology,
populations, migrations, and stock size of flatfishes in the East and North-East
Baltic (Vitinsh et al., 1975; Vitinsh, 1976), applied tetracycline injections in the
studies on the increment of flounder otoliths, and followed the distribution of
lymphocystosis of flounder in the East and North-East Baltic.

Investigations connected with the assessment and prognoses of the state of
pelagic fish stocks were carried out under the leadership of B. Jevtjukhova
(Evtjukhova et al., 1988). Fundamental regularities governing the formation
of herring recruitment were established by Lidia Lisivnenko, Cand. Biol. and
+HO�QD 7UDXEHUJD� &DQG� %LRO�� RQ WKH EDVLV RI PRQLWRULQJ KHUULQJ ODUYDH

abundance, growth, and feeding, as well as data on zooplankton and temperature
along the eastern coast of the Gulf of Riga in the 1950s–70s. During these
LQYHVWLJDWLRQV WKH ,QVWLWXWH¶V ILHOG VWDWLRQ LQ 6DODFJU¯YD ZDV XVHG DV EDVH�

F. Shvetsov was a leading scientist in the research on Baltic sprat. In 1977
he started hydroacoustic surveys on pelagic fish stocks in the eastern Baltic,
and since 1984 headed the Latvian participation in the ICES coordinated
LQWHUQDWLRQDO K\GURDFRXVWLF VXUYH\V RQ %DOWLF VSUDW VWRFNV� *HRUJV .RU¼LORYV�
D. Biol., investigated the distribution, size, and productivity of herring spawning
grounds in the Gulf of Riga.

The investigations by Galina Grauman, Cand. Biol., on the distribution,
abundance, survival and morphometry of pelagic eggs and larvae of cod, sprat,
flounder, and other fishes and on the spawning ecology and biology of these
species in the areas of Bornholm, Gdansk, and Gotland basins (Grauman, 1984)
are well known in the whole Baltic region.

In 1962–65, under the leadership of Vera Tanasaichuk, D. Biol., a special
research programme on the productivity of the Gulf of Riga was carried out. In
addition to investigations by A. Shurin, L. Lisivnenko, E. Kostrichkina, R. /¯QH�
and H. Trauberga, mentioned above, Ritma Gaumiga, Cand. Biol., studied the
role of the ichthyoplankton runoff of the Daugava and Gauja rivers in the
formation of the coastal ichthyofauna and productivity. H. Trauberga contributed
to the programme with the research on three-spined stickleback and sand goby –
two fish species of small or no commercial value, but important elements of the
ecosystem of the Gulf of Riga.

-HYJH¼LMV .DLURYV investigated the distribution of ichthyoplankton in the
estuary of the Salaca River and conducted experiments on the introduction of
new commercial fish species into the Gulf of Riga. In the 1960s, under his
leadership and with the participation of E. Kostrichkina and A. Shurin, some
batches of young Kaspian and Siberian sturgeons were released in the Gulf
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of Riga. In 1966–73 R. Gaumiga headed a group including R. L¯QH� /� Virsis,
and E. .RQGUDWRYLþV LQ LPSOHPHQWLQJ D FRPSOH[ UHVHDUFK SURJUDPPH RQ WKH

evaluation of environmental conditions and fish productivity of the water reservoirs
of hydroelectric power stations on the Daugava River. Since 1974 the research in
the Gulf of Riga on stocks of demersal fishes, including the abundance,
protection, and fishery of eelpout, as well as on changes in the structure of
biocenoses under the influence of environmental conditions was developed
(Gaumiga, 1982; Gaumiga et al., 1997). The research in the Gulf of Riga was
conducted in close cooperation with scientists of the Institute of Biology of the
Latvian Academy of Sciences and with colleagues from the Tallinn Department.
As a result of this cooperation the book Ecosystem of the Gulf of Riga between
1920 and 1990 was published by the Estonian Academy Publishers in 1995.

Fisheries investigations in Latvian lakes were initiated in 1947 by an
expedition of the All-Union Research Institute of Lakes Fisheries (VNIORH)
under the leadership of N. Savina. Hydrochemical conditions, fish food base, and
ichthyofauna were studied in 12 lakes. The next expedition of VNIORH took
place in 1952–53, when under the leadership of Prof. N. Mosevich the scientists
of the Institute of Biology of the Latvian Academy of Sciences A. .XPV�UH�
O. .Dþ�ORYD� 5� Selkere-Laganovska, F. Pera, Z. Spuris, and J. Sloka investigated
13 additional lakes. Since then the inland waters research in Latvia was
conducted by the Institute of Biology and later also by students of the Faculty of
Biology of the Latvian State University, under the leadership of Prof. J. /ÌVLV�
N. Sloka, V. Bodniece, and A. 5�GOLKD�

In 1960–72 BaltNIIRH performed a complex research on pond fisheries
DQG FRPPHUFLDO ODNHV �3DYHO 1LNLWLQ� 1RQQD 2KUMDPNLQD� DQG -HYJH¼LMV 5LPãV��
The methods and effectiveness of fertilizing ponds, combating fish diseases,
productivity of lakes, and the prospects of stockings of young fish of valuable
species were investigated. As a result practical recommendations on the
management of ponds and lakes were given. In 1986 the Laboratory of Inland
:DWHUV RI %DOW1,,5+ ZDV HVWDEOLVKHG� KHDGHG E\ 5XG¯WH 6WDOEH� 5HJXODU

investigations on the hydrochemical regime, zooplankton and zoobenthos, fish
growth, and species composition in lakes and elaboration of the biological basis
for rational exploitation of lakes were started.

Elena Malikova, Prof., D. Biol. (Photo 14), worked at the Latvian Department
of VNIRO and BaltNIIRH from 1951 to 1991. During 1955–63 she was director of
the Institute. Malikova laid a scientific basis for artificial reproduction and
intensive rearing of Baltic salmon smolts in Latvia and other Soviet Republics. She
led a group of scientists working on fish feeding, growth, and rearing as well as on
the determination of indications of the physiological and pathological condition
of fishes. E. Malikova has written numerous scientific publications on the
development of artificial feeds for salmonids and on the composition of the feeds
(Malikova, 1953, 1967; Malikova & Kotova, 1961). In the 1960s she composed
moist feeds named “KRT” and in the 1980s, in collaboration with the Institute of
Thermophysics of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, developed dry pellet feeds
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for salmon and rainbow trout,
patented and named as “S-112-Lat”.
The fish feeds of BaltNIIRH were
also used in rearing young sturgeons.
The successors of E. Malikova were
Nina Kotova, Cand. Biol., Uldis
Jozepsons, Cand. Biol., the leading
biochemist and researcher of bio-
technology for salmon, trout, and
hatchery rearing of other fishes, and
Tatjana Glagoljeva, Cand. Biol., the
fish physiologist, performing research
on the evaluation of the health and
viability of reared young salmon
using haematological analysis. In
the 1980s, based on E. Malikova’s
findings and under the leadership
of $ºJLUGDV 5XVDNMDYLþXV� &DQG.
Biol., comprehensive research was
conducted on the application of a
method of farming rainbow trout in
net-cages in Latvian lakes, rivers,
and the Gulf of Riga. The method of
commercial rearing of rainbow trout in warm geothermal waters was elaborated
in the Institute’s experimental base “Ragaciems” (1982–91). The main results
of this research complex, headed by E. Malikova and A. 5XVDNMDYLþXV� DUH
summarized in two publications of BaltNIIRH (1984, 1991).

,Q WKH ����V -HYJH¼LMV 5LPãV� &DQG� %LRO�� DQG KLV DVVLVWDQWV LQYHVWLJDWHG

the possibility of introducing chum salmon and pink salmon into the Baltic Sea.
However, these releases, as well as experiments with the Caspian and Siberian
sturgeons, were unsuccessful. From the end of the 1950s, the ecological back-
JURXQG RI WKH UHSURGXFWLRQ RI PLJUDWRU\ ILVK ZDV LQYHVWLJDWHG E\ $QGLV 0LW�QV�
Cand. Biol. He studied mainly the river phase of salmon and sea trout, optimization
of releasing and tagging hatchery smolts, dynamics of stocks, and regulation of
fishery in the home waters and in the Baltic Sea (Mitans, 1970, 1975). In the
1980s–90s A. 0LW�QV LQLWLDWHG VLPLODU LQYHVWLJDWLRQV RQ VRPH RWKHU PLJUDWRU\

fishes, and Nina Rjapolova developed a method of artificial reproduction of river
ODPSUH\� -�QLV 3HVODNV� &DQG� %LRO�� LQYHVWLJDWHG WKH DUWLILFLDO UHSURGXFWLRQ RI

YLPED EUHDP DQG SLNH�SHUFK LQ SRQG FXOWXUH� -�QLV %LU]DNV VWXGLHG VHD WURXW

stocks, introducing electrofishing surveys on Latvian wild salmon parr and smolt
SRSXODWLRQV LQ ULYHUV� 2ºHJV 9DVLQV DQDO\VHG WKH JHQHWLF GLYHUVLW\ RI VDOPRQ

stocks and genetic limitations of artificial reproduction.
Important investigations of fish pathology and parasitology were initiated in

WKH ����V E\ .�UOLV 9LVPDQLV� &DQG� %LRO� +H VWDUWHG ZLWK WKH FRPPRQ FDUS

Photo 14. Elena Malikova (1909–97).
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pond culture, involving later on also wild fish – cod, flounder, and salmon in
the sea, and eel in inland waters. A new nematode species – Philometra lusiana
Vismanis – was discovered.

Research on fishing technology was started by Vasilij Kanin, Cand. Biol.,
who studied the development of trapnets for herring fishery in the Gulf of Riga
(Kanin, 1953), and by Kir Yudanov, Cand. Biol., whose research interest
was hydroacoustics in fishery. Electrofishing theory, methods, and techniques
ZHUH GHYHORSHG E\ -XULV %ÌPHLVWDUV� &DQG� 7HFK�� DQG 9XOI 6WHUQLQ� &DQG� 7HFK��
trawls selectivity and survival of escapes by Stanislav Shevtsov, D. Tech.,
Vladimir Kadnikov, Cand. Tech., and Vladimir Baturin, Cand. Tech.

During the whole postwar period Latvian fisheries scientists cooperated
closely with their Estonian colleagues in the Tallinn Department of BaltNIIRH –
Linda Rannak, D. Biol., Evald Ojaveer, D. Biol., Vaike Erm, Cand. Biol., Ahto
Järvik, Cand. Tech., Robert Aps, Cand. Biol., Ivar Veldre, Cand. Biol., Ilmar
Sõrmus, Mart Kangur, Cand. Biol., Rein Tamsalu, D. Phys.-Math., Irina
Shchukina, Tiit Raid, Cand. Biol., Henn Kukk, Cand. Biol., Mart Simm, Cand.
Biol., Vello Kadakas, Cand. Biol., and others.

AFTER  1991

On 4 November 1991, by the order of the Ministry of Fisheries of the Republic
of Latvia, BaltNIIRH was reorganized into the Latvian Fisheries Research Institute
�/$7)5,� ZLWK -HYJH¼LMV 5LPãV� '� %LRO�� DV GLUHFWRU LQ ���� DQG 0�ULV 9¯WL¼ã
VLQFH ����� 7KH ,QVWLWXWH LQFOXGHG WKH /DERUDWRU\ RI 0DULQH %LRORJ\ �KHDG 0�ULV
3OLNãV�� 6HFWLRQ RI 3HODJLF )LVK �*HRUJV .RU¼LORYV� '� %LRO��� /DERUDWRU\ RI $TXD�

FXOWXUH �$QGLV 0LW�QV� '� %LRO��� /DERUDWRU\ RI ,QODQG :DWHUV �5XG¯WH 6WDOEH� WKH
ODERUDWRU\ UHMRLQHG WKH ,QVWLWXWH LQ ������ ,QIRUPDWLRQ &HQWUH �(GXDUGV 3OÌGRQLV��
and the Scientific Library. The total scientific staff included 45 persons. According
to Latvia’s legislation, LATFRI is a governmental institution responsible for
scientific advice for management, sustainable use, protection, and artificial repro-
duction of fish resources in Latvian waters in the open Baltic Sea, the Gulf of Riga,
and the coastal zone as well as inland waters. To comply with this task, the Institute
carries out comprehensive monitoring and research on hydrographic conditions,
zooplankton, ichthyoplankton, benthos, young fish, spawning fish, fish feeding
relations, populations and stocks, fish biology, physiology, parasitology, pathology,
and genetics, effectiveness of fishing gear, catch structure, parameters of stock
dynamics, artificial reproduction, wild populations of migratory species, fish
stockings in the coastal zone, rivers, and lakes, and influence of fishing on seabirds
and marine mammals. The Institute’s last research vessel %DOWLMDV 3�WQLHNV ceased
operating in 1993, therefore most marine surveys are performed on fishing vessels,
using portable research equipment. For several specific surveys vessels of other
institutions or foreign research vessels have been rented or used in the framework
of cooperation.
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The major developments of Latvian fisheries research and management
during the last decade of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st century
are: close cooperation of the fisheries science and fishery practice, comprehensive
investigations in the coastal zone, building and use of computerized scientific
databases, incorporation of principles of multispecies, ecosystem, and pre-
cautionary approaches to stock assessment models and management, conservation
of biodiversity, and intensive international cooperation.

Fruitful collaboration of LATFRI with other fisheries institutions is evidenced
by /DWYLMDV ]LYVDLPQLHF¯EDV JDGD JU�PDWD (Latvian Fisheries Yearbook), issued
regularly since 1996. It includes popular articles on fish fauna, state of stocks,
commercial fishery and angling, fishing control, fishery legislation, as well as
Latvian catch statistics since 1970. A valuable popular scientific book on
Latvia’s fish fauna was written by Plikšs & Aleksejevs (1998).

On 23 September 1993, during the 81st ICES Statutory Meeting in Dublin,
,UHODQG� WKH PHPEHUVKLS RI /DWYLD LQ ,&(6 ZDV UHVWRUHG� ZLWK 0�ULV 9¯WL¼ã�
'LUHFWRU RI /$7)5,� DQG 1RUPXQGV 5LHNVWL¼ã� 'LUHFWRU RI WKH /DWYLDQ 1DWLRQDO

Board of Fisheries, appointed delegates of Latvia to ICES (Photo 15). Since then

Photo 15. Hoisting of the flag of the Republic of Latvia in the Dublin Castle, Ireland, in honour of
the re-accession of Latvia to ICES, during the 81st ICES Statutory Meeting on 23 September 1993.
)URP OHIW� 1RUPXQGV 5LHNVWL¼ã� 'LUHFWRU RI WKH /DWYLDQ 1DWLRQDO %RDUG RI )LVKHULHV� /DWYLDQ

'HOHJDWH LQ ,&(6� 0�ULV 9¯WL¼ã� 'LUHFWRU RI WKH /DWYLDQ )LVKHULHV 5HVHDUFK ,QVWLWXWH� /DWYLDQ

Delegate in ICES; David de G. Griffith, President of ICES; Faust Shvetsov, scientist of LATFRI;
*HRUJV .RU¼LORYV� VFLHQWLVW RI /$7)5,� DQG (PRU\ $QGHUVRQ� *HQHUDO 6HFUHWDU\ RI ,&(6�
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the scientists of the Institute have participated actively in the committees, working
and study groups of ICES, even as chairs of some of them, as well as in ICES
coordinated international surveys in the Baltic Sea and in international research
and technical development projects related to fisheries and environmental
management. The results of scientific research are regularly reported at the
ICES Annual Scientific Conferences and published in the ICES proceedings
and other editions. LATFRI experts are giving important input into the work of
the International Baltic Sea Fishery Commission and the Helsinki Commission.
LATFRI has developed productive cooperation with institutes of fisheries research
around the Baltic Sea.
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LÄTI  KALANDUSUURINGUTE  AJALUGU

0�ULV 9®7,»â� 5LWPD *$80,*$ MD $QGLV 0,7�16

On kirjeldatud Läti mere- ja kalandusuuringute arengut alates 18. sajandist.
Vaadeldud on uurimissuundi ja -asutusi, tähtsamaid teadlasi ja publikatsioone
ning nende kohta Läti ja rahvusvahelises teaduses. 18.–19. sajandil koguti tead-
misi peamiselt veekeskkonna ja vee-elustiku (k.a. kalade ja kalanduse) kohta.
Hilisemas arengus olid tähtsateks sündmusteks I Läänemere kalanduskongress
Riias 1910. aastal, Läti saamine Rahvusvahelise Mereuurimise Nõukogu (ICES)
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assotsieerunud liikmeks 1923. aastal ning täisliikmeks 1937. aastal. 1945.
aastal koondati Läti mere- ja kalandusuuringud ühte asutusse, mis arenes Läti
Kalandusuuringute Instituudiks. Instituut korraldab nii kalanduslikke ja kalakasva-
tuslikke kui ka veekeskkonna ja hüdrobioloogia alaseid uuringuid, samuti seiret
ja modelleerimist. On saavutatud hea koostöö teiste maade teadlaste ning rah-
vusvaheliste organisatsioonidega (ICES, Läänemere Kalanduskomisjon, Helsingi
Komisjon jt.).


